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In this paper we systematically derive a fourth-order continuum theory capable of reproducing
mesoscale turbulence in a three-dimensional suspension of microswimmers. We start from over-
damped Langevin equations for a generic microscopic model (pushers or pullers), which include
hydrodynamic interactions on both, small length scales (polar alignment of neighboring swimmers)
and large length scales, where the solvent flow interacts with the order parameter field. The flow field
is determined via the Stokes equation supplemented by an ansatz for the stress tensor. In addition to
hydrodynamic interactions, we allow for nematic pair interactions stemming from excluded-volume
effects. The results here substantially extend and generalize earlier findings [Phys. Rev. E 94,
020601(R) (2016)], in which we derived a two-dimensional hydrodynamic theory. From the cor-
responding mean-field Fokker-Planck equation combined with a self-consistent closure scheme, we
derive nonlinear field equations for the polar and the nematic order parameter, involving gradient
terms of up to fourth order. We find that the effective microswimmer dynamics depends on the
coupling between solvent flow and orientational order. For very weak coupling corresponding to
a high viscosity of the suspension, the dynamics of mesoscale turbulence can be described by a
simplified model containing only an effective microswimmer velocity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Self-organized structures of actively driven con-
stituents are fascinating non-equilibrium phenomena
which are fundamental for the development of life. Due to
the large number of constituents in such systems, contin-
uum theories provide a useful tool to describe and analyse
how the microscopic details of system constituents and
the interactions between them give rise to large scale col-
lective structures observed in experiments. These range
from large scale vortex structures [1–4], dynamical clus-
tering [5, 6], giant number fluctuations [7, 8] and actively
driven phase separations [5, 9–11] to bacterial turbulence
[12–15]. For recent reviews on active matter, see [16–22].
Even if the interactions between living microswimmers
are complex and characterized by many details, the ob-
served collective patterns often show a generalized be-
havior. Therefore, the continuum description of such
systems uses symmetry arguments and extra terms for
the activity driving the system out of equilibrium.
Due to the fascinating nature of collective phenomena
in active systems, many efforts have been made to find
general models for large collections of active moving par-
ticles. The models proposed in recent years range from
kinetic and continuum theories based on microscopic
models to purely phenomenological approaches [23–33].
In most of the systems the individual microswimmer ex-
hibits an axis defining a direction that breaks the ro-
tational symmetry. The density distribution of a large
collection of microswimmers then depends on the posi-
tion and the orientation of the individuals. Depending
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on the symmetry of the distribution, the system can ei-
ther exhibit polar (e.g., in polar active fluids) or nematic
order (e.g., for active nematics). Examples for nemat-
ically ordered matter are microtubuli-kinesin mixtures
[34] or swimming bacteria in a lyotropic liquid crystal
[35, 36]. Due to the symmetry of the orientational distri-
bution, active nematics are usually described by a second
rank tensor (nematic order parameter) coupled to a vec-
tor field describing the fluid in which the microswimmers
are swimming [26, 37, 38]. In this paper we consider an
active fluid consisting of polar moving active particles
like bacterial suspensions [29–31].
In a recent approach, a phenomenological model for
the collective dynamics of B. subtilis suspensions has
been proposed [39]. The idea was to extend the seminal
Toner-Tu equation [31] introduced solely on symmetry
arguments as the continuum counterpart of the Vicsek
model [40] for moving active particles (e.g., to describe
flocks of flying birds). The Toner-Tu equation exhibits
polar symmetry and is able to describe the transition
from a disordered state to an ordered (polar) state that
corresponds to the collective movement of active individ-
uals. For constant density (as expected in dense suspen-
sions) the Toner-Tu equation has two homogeneous fixed
points, but shows no heterogeneous dynamics as observed
for bacterial suspensions. The reason is a positive param-
eter of the Laplacian that damps excited spatial modes.
By allowing negative values, excited modes increase and
the homogeneous state becomes unstable. Such a theory
then has to be extended to higher (fourth) order deriva-
tives for stability reasons.
Such higher order derivative equations have been fre-
quently used in the theory of pattern formation. A sim-
ple theory modeling the formation of patterns at a cer-
2tain length scale is the Swift-Hohenberg equation. This
scalar fourth order theory exhibits a Turing instability
and shows, e.g., stripes, labyrinth or hexagonal patterns
in two dimensions. A combination of the characteristic
features of the Swift-Hohenberg with the Toner-Tu equa-
tions yields a surprisingly rich phenomenological descrip-
tion of bacterial turbulence. In particular, a fourth order
field theory for the divergence-free collective velocity w,
i.e.,
(∂t + λ0w · ∇)w =−∇p+ λ1∇|w|2 − αw − β|w|2w
+Γ2∇2w+ Γ4∇4w, (1)
is able to model the main features of mesoscale turbu-
lence [13, 39, 41–43]. The ratio of the phenomenological
parameters Γ2 and Γ4 determines the characteristic scale,
the typical vortex size Λ, in bacterial suspensions, viz.,
Λ = 2π
√
2Γ4/Γ2. By adjusting these parameters and the
parameter λ0 to experimental data, the dynamics of the
observed bacterial suspensions can be described quanti-
tatively.
The phenomenological model describes the dynamics
of an effective velocity and does not distinguish between
orientation and the dynamics of the surrounding fluid.
However, recent experiments of B. subtilis suspensions
and simulations of Wioland, Lushi and coworkers have
shown the importance of the solvent hydrodynamics for
the collective dynamics [44]. In an earlier rapid com-
munication we introduced a two-dimensional field theory
including the solvent flow dynamics [45].
The purpose of the present article is to derive a contin-
uum model from a generic microscopic model with polar
and nematic alignment interactions combined with an ef-
fective treatment of hydrodynamic interactions with the
ambient fluid for two and three spatial dimensions. In
particular, the theory resulting in this paper is capable to
describe the dynamics of three-dimensional microswim-
mer suspensions.
The next section introduces our microscopic model by
a set of overdamped Langevin equations. We then de-
rive the related Fokker-Planck equation and by projec-
tion onto the orientational moments we obtain an infi-
nite hierarchy of moment equations. Using appropriate
closure conditions to truncate the hierarchy finally yields
the continuum equations.
In our previous publication [45] we sketched the deriva-
tion of a 2D field theory from a microscopic model.
The focus was to show that the typical length scale
in mesoscale turbulence depends on details of the mi-
croswimmers themselves. In this paper we give an elabo-
rate derivation of a 2D and 3D field theory from a micro-
scopic model that in addition includes nematic interac-
tions. We show that the microscopic parameters have a
strong influence on the collective dynamics of mesoscale
turbulence. In particular, we identify a coupling param-
eter characterizing the flow’s response to the activity. In
the limit of very weak coupling, the system can be ade-
quately described by the dynamics of only one order pa-
rameter and we recover the phenomenological Eq. (1) for
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic of a model microswimmer
of type ”pusher” (a) or ”puller” (b). The center of hydrody-
namic stress (X) is located in front (pusher) or behind (puller)
the location of the force dipole (D). The distances between X
and the acting forces is given by bf and br, respectively. The
orientation of the swimmer’s long axis,N defines the direction
of the velocity, v.
the effective microswimmer velocity. Finally, we present
3D simulations focusing on the limit of weak coupling.
II. MICROSCOPIC THEORY
A. Microswimmer model
Active suspensions are comprised of millions of mi-
croswimmers moving in a Newtonian solvent fluid such
as water. The swimming mechanism is based on non-
reciprocal movements in time, which cause a flow of the
surrounding fluid. The characteristics of the flow de-
pend on the type of swimmer considered (e.g., bacte-
rial swimmer, algae cell or chemically driven nano-rod).
However, at large distances and on time scales beyond
a typical stroke period, the flow can often be approxi-
mately described by a moving force dipole resulting from
two close point forces F with opposite directions. One
distinguishes between pushers and pullers. A pusher par-
ticle (such as, e.g., Escherichia Coli bacteria [46]) pumps
the solvent fluid from its sides towards the rear and the
front, as described by two forces pointing away from one
another. In contrast, for pullers (e.g., Chlamydomonas
Reinhardtii) the forces point towards each other. An il-
lustration of these situations is given in Fig. 1 which also
introduces our particle model.
Each microswimmer is represented by a cylindrical rod
moving along the direction of its long axis, described by
the vector N. The front force, Ff = f0N (with f0 being
positive or negative for a pusher or puller, respectively)
3acts at position Xf = X + bfN, where bf > 0 and X is
the center of hydrodynamic stress, i.e., the point where
the hydrodynamic net torque on a rigid body vanishes
[47]. We will later use X to describe the position of the
swimmer in space. The rear force, Fr = −f0N = −Ff
acts at position Xr = X − brN (with br > 0). The
entire rod is then moving with velocity v = v0N (with
v0 being the self-propulsion velocity) similarly to self-
propelled rod models [48–52].
With these assumptions, the force density in the sol-
vent generated by a single microswimmer is given by
f(x, t) = Frδ(x−Xr) + Ff δ(x−Xf ). (2)
We will later make use of this expression to calculate the
active stress tensor σa resulting from the forcing of the
fluid by a collection of swimmers. The active stress is an
important ingredient of the Stokes equation (valid at low
Reynolds numbers) for the fluid velocity u.
B. Microscopic equations of motion
We now consider an ensemble of σ = 1, . . . , S iden-
tical microswimmers of the type introduced in Fig. 1.
The aim in this section is to formulate equations of mo-
tion incorporating, on the one hand, direct conservative
(e.g., repulsive) interactions between the swimmers, and,
on the other hand, indirect (hydrodynamic) interactions
induced by the solvent flow. Following our earlier pa-
per [45] we take into account these interactions on a
coarse-grained level of description. Various studies (see,
e.g., Refs. [53–55]) have proposed a microscopic model-
ing of the interaction between swimmer and solvent flow.
However, due to the detailed nature of these models they
are not convenient for the derivation of a continuum the-
ory targeting the collective behavior of a large number of
microswimmers.
Within our coarse-grained description, the interactions
are grouped into two contributions, see Fig. 2 for an il-
lustration. The first contribution comprises all short-
range effects. Specifically, it summarizes the repulsive
(rod-rod) pair interactions as well as the near-field hydro-
dynamic interactions between swimmers ν and µ by an
anisotropic pair potential (to be specified below), which
couples the orientations Nν and Nµ at distances up to a
fixed range. The second contribution accounts for far-
field hydrodynamic effects; these are incorporated by
terms which couple the orientation Nν with the (aver-
aged) solvent flow u. The latter is a collective quantity
in the sense that it involves the stroke-averaged far fields
generated by all the individuals (see Sec. III B).
1. Pair interactions
In the following we first specify the short-range pair
interactions. Experimentally one observes that bacteria
and other microswimmers locally tend to swim along the
long range 
effective 
hydrodynamic 
interactions 
short range
alignment
interaction
FIG. 2. Schematic of the two types of interactions incorpo-
rated in our model: short-range interactions favoring align-
ment (inner circle), and long range hydrodynamic interactions
(outer ring).
same direction [8]. Within our description this corre-
sponds to an activity-driven polar alignment of the ori-
entation vectors Nν , Nµ of neighboring particles. Note
that this is a simplified model describing only the align-
ing effect of near-field hydrodynamic interactions and ne-
glecting any higher order tensorial components. For a
classification of active systems see [18]. Specifically, we
use the ansatz
Φact (Nν ,Nµ, rµν) = −γ0v0
2
Nν ·NµΘ(ǫa − rµν ), (3)
where γ0 > 0 is the magnitude of the interaction, rµν =
|Xµ−Xν | is the particle distance, and Θ(x) is the theta-
function (with Θ(x) = 1, x ≥ 0, and zero otherwise).
The latter expresses the fact that the range of the po-
lar interaction is restricted to distances smaller than ǫa.
The appearance of the self-propulsion velocity v0 in the
prefactor reflects the ”active” nature of this interaction.
However, even at v0 = 0 (dead microswimmer) there is
a steric interaction between the bodies. On a mean-field
(Maier-Saupe) level, these lead to a passive nematic po-
tential [56–58]
Φpass (Nν ,Nµ, rµν) = −γ1
4
(Nν ·Nµ)2 Θ(ǫp − rµν),
(4)
where γ1 > 0. Both potentials are of square-well type,
i.e., they are independent of the distance within the range
of the respective interaction ranges. This choice reflects
our focus on reorientation effects; in fact, the impact
of direct steric collisions on the translational motion is
neglected in our model. Realistically, the ranges ǫa, ǫp
should be comparable to the microswimmers’ length. For
convenience we choose ǫa = ǫp = ǫ. The total potential
4function stemming from short-range interactions is then
given by the pair sums of Eqs. (3) and (4),
Φ =
∑
µ,ν
(
Φact (Nν ,Nµ, rµν) + Φ
pass (Nν ,Nµ, rµν)
)
.
(5)
Our approach of including the far-field hydrodynamic
effects will be specified in the next paragraphs.
2. Langevin equations
To model the (overdamped) translational and orien-
tational motion of the ensemble of microswimmers we
employ the Langevin equations
d
dt
Xσ(t) = v0N
σ(t) + u(Xσ, t) +
√
2D ξσ(t), (6a)
d
dt
Nσ(t) = Ω(Xσ, t) ·Nσ(t) +Π(Nσ) · [a0Σ(Xσ , t) ·Nσ(t)
−∇NσΦ(N) + τ−1/2 ησ(t)
]
, (6b)
where the random functions ξσ(t) and ησ(t) denote
Gaussian white noise mimicking diffusion effects in the
translational and orientational motion (we neglect shape-
induced effects on the noise). The translational dynamics
(6a) is determined by the self-propulsion (of magnitude
v0) in direction ofN, as well as by the advection u. Here,
u is the average flow field to be calculated via the aver-
aged Stokes equation (see Eq. (8) below). Thus, we adopt
the mean-field-like assumption that the fluctuating field
u can be replaced by its average.
The orientational dynamics (6b) is determined, first,
by the short-range anisotropic interactions Φ defined in
Eq. (5). Second, Eq. (6b) takes into account the far-
field hydrodynamic effects via the coupling terms in-
volving the vorticity Ω = 12
[
(∇u)⊤ −∇u
]
, which de-
scribes the torque of the solvent flow, and the strain
rate tensor Σ = 12
[
(∇u)⊤ +∇u
]
describing the effect
of a flow gradient. Finally, there appears the projector
Π(Nσ) = I−NσNσ (with I being the unit matrix), which
conserves the length of the orientation vector Nσ. The
entire Eq. (6b) is interpreted as a Stratonovich stochastic
differential equation with rotational relaxation time τ .
We note that the coupling terms Ω ·Nσ+Π ·a0Σ ·Nσ
in Eq. (6b) remind of Jeffrey’s theory for the oscillatory
tumbling motion of elongated passive particles [59–61].
In that theory, the magnitude of the coupling depends
on the aspect (length-to-width) ratio r of the particles
via the shape parameter
a0 = (r
2 − 1)/(r2 + 1). (7)
Because the Jeffrey equation has been proposed for pas-
sive rods, the validity of Eq. (7) for active particles is
not immediately clear. Indeed, Rafa¨ı and co-workers [62]
have experimentally shown that the Jeffrey tumbling pe-
riod [59] of Chlamydomonas algae depend on their swim-
ming conditions. Further, it has been found [63] that
the tumbling period in a shear flow of living cells can
be larger or lower than the tumbling period of the cor-
responding dead cells. Nevertheless, one may expect a
dependence of the shape parameter a0 on the swimmer
size ℓ also for active particles, thus we stick to Eq. (7).
C. Far-field hydrodynamic interactions
We distinguish between near-field and far-field hydro-
dynamic interactions, the former already specified by the
effective polar interaction potential above (see Eq. 3).
The latter are taken into account by the coupling of
Eqs. (6a) and (6b) to the average flow field u.
1. Stokes equation
In the limit of low Reynolds numbers, u is determined
by the averaged Stokes equation
0 = −∇p+ µ∗∇2u+∇ · 〈σ〉, (8)
combined with the incompressibility condition (appropri-
ate at large densities)
0 = ∇ · u. (9)
In Eq. (8), p is the hydrodynamic pressure, 〈σ〉 is the
averaged stress tensor (to be discussed in the next para-
graph), and µ∗ is the effective bulk viscosity. The latter
includes contributions from the solvent as well as from
the embedded colloids or bacteria. As an approximation,
we here employ the Batchelor-Einstein relation for pas-
sive, spherical particles [64–66]. The latter is given as
µ∗ = µ0(1 + k1c + k3c
2) where µ0 is the ”bare” solvent
viscosity and c = V0n is the volume fraction (with n be-
ing the number of particles per unit volume V0 = 4πa
3/3
for a sphere of radius a). The coefficients are k1 = 5/2
in three dimensions [64, 65] and k1 = 2 in two dimen-
sions [67], respectively. The second order coefficient can
be similarly calculated for passive spherical colloidal par-
ticles [64]. For active microswimmer suspensions there is
an additional term k2 with a negative sign that emerges
within the derivation given later [45].
Using the values for the passive case for k1 and k3 the
effective bulk viscosity of Chlamydomonas Reinhardtii
(puller) suspensions is well described [45, 62]. On the
other hand for B. subtilis or Escherichia Coli (pusher)
suspensions the value of k3 has to be fitted to be in agree-
ment with experimental observations [45].
An alternative to the Batchelor-Einstein relation is
the Krieger-Dougherty equation valid for dense suspen-
sions [68], assuming a different functional form of the
effective viscosity in terms of the volume fraction. In the
scaling we propose later, the explicit form of the effective
5viscosity does not enter. In this work we thus refrain
from a detailed discussion on the topic.
The Stokes equation (8) is formulated in three spatial
dimensions, and this is the situation for which we later
present numerical results. Likewise, we assume that the
orientation vectorsNσ can have all directions on the unit
sphere. However, the theory may also be adapted for a
quasi-two dimensional system where one spatial dimen-
sion is very small compared to the others (thin film);
this is achieved by integrating over the small dimension.
Depending on boundary conditions the integration pro-
cedure may introduce some extra boundary terms, such
as the Brinkmann equation for no slip conditions [69].
2. Stress tensor
We now consider in more detail the stress tensor σ,
whose average appears in the Stokes equation (8). This
ensures that the properties of the interacting microswim-
mer suspension are fed back into the flow field u. In the
present system, 〈σ〉 consists of an active (a) and passive
(p) contribution, 〈σ〉 = 〈σa〉 + 〈σp〉. Here, we discuss
first the microscopic, non-averaged stress tensor (the av-
eraging will be done later in Sec. III B 2).
The active part σa is determined by forces exerted by
the microswimmers onto the solvent fluid. Specifically,
one has
∇ · σa = f , (10)
where f is the force density related to the σ = 1, . . . , S
force dipoles. From Eq. (2) we find that each particle σ
gives a contribution
fσ(x, t) = Fσr δ(x−Xσr ) + Fσf δ(x −Xσf )
= −f0Nσ [δ(x −Xσ + brNσ)
−δ(x−Xσ − bfNσ)] . (11)
where we have used that Fσr = −Fσf = −f0N, as well as
the corresponding expressions forXr andX
σ
f (see Fig. 1).
Following earlier studies [7, 70], we expand the force
density in a Taylor series for small lengths br and bf up to
fourth order, analogous to a multipole expansion [71, 72],
yielding
fσ ≈ −f0Nσ
[
(br + bf )N
σ · ∇+ (b
2
r − b2f )
2!
NσNσ : ∇∇
+
(b3r + b
3
f)
3!
NσNσNσ : ·∇∇∇
+
(b4r − b4f)
4!
NσNσNσNσ :: ∇∇∇∇
+ . . .
]
δσ, (12)
where we introduced the abbreviation δσ = δ(x −Xσ).
Using fσ = ∇·σaσ, where σaσ is the active stress related to
particle σ, and performing a sum over all particles we find
that the total active stress is given (up to an irrelevant
constant) by
σa(x, t) ≈ −f0
[
ζ1
∑
σ
NσNσδσ +
ζ2 ∇ ·
∑
σ
NσNσNσδσ +
ζ3 ∇∇ :
∑
σ
NσNσNσNσδσ +
ζ4 ∇∇∇ : ·
∑
σ
NσNσNσNσNσδσ
]
,
(13)
where we have truncated the expansion (12) after the
fifth-order term in Nσ. The coefficients of the lower-
order terms are given by
ζ1 = bf + br , ζ2 =
1
2
(b2r − b2f ), (14a)
ζ3 =
1
3!
(b3r + b
3
f ) , ζ4 =
1
4!
(b4r − b4f ). (14b)
The passive stress, σp, is determined by the relation
[73],
∇ · σp = −
∑
σ
〈∫
∂Vj
dSδ(r − r′)fh(r′)
〉
, (15)
where fh(r′) is the force per unit area that the solvent
exerts on the surface element, and ∂Vj is the surface area
of the rod.
To summarize, our microscopic model is defined by
the (overdamped) Langevin equations (6a) and (6b) for
the positions Xσ and orientationsNσ, respectively, com-
bined with the Stokes Eq. (8) for the flow field u. The
latter includes the active and passive stress from the mi-
croswimmers according to Eqs. (13) and Eq. (15).
Similar equations of motions have been derived on the
basis of the slender body theory by Shelley and Saintillan
[29, 30]. The major difference to their work concerns the
form of alignment interactions, as well as the fact that we
consider higher order contributions to the active stress.
III. CONTINUUM THEORY
Starting from the microscopic theory presented in
Sec. II we now derive continuum equations for suitable
order parameter fields describing the dynamics on the
mesoscale. To this end, we first set up the Fokker-Planck
(FP) equation (Sec. III A) corresponding to the Langevin
equations (6a) and (6b). The FP equation then generates
order parameter equations by projection. In the second
step, we combine these order parameter equations with a
suitably rewritten equation for the flow field (Sec. III B).
6A. Fokker-Planck equation
1. Probability densities and order parameters
We consider the dynamics of the one-particle probabil-
ity density function
P(x,n, t) =
1
S
S∑
σ=1
〈
δ(x−Xσ(t)) δ(n −Nσ(t))
〉
, (16)
where 〈 · 〉 denotes an average with respect to the Gaus-
sian white noise processes as well as an ensemble average.
Based on P(x,n, t), we can define the marginal position
density P(x, t) and the local concentration field ρ(x, t)
via
ρ(x, t) = S P(x, t) = S
∫
dn P(x,n, t). (17)
From this we obtain the (conditional) orientational den-
sity
P(n, t|x, t) = P(x,n, t)
P(x, t)
=
SP(x,n, t)
ρ(x, t)
, (18)
which describes the probability that a particle has orien-
tation n given that it is located at position x.
With P(x,n, t) or P(n, t|x, t) we can now define the
moments of the orientation n. Up to third order, the
moments are given as
n(x, t) ≡
∫
dn P(n, t|x, t) n
=
S
ρ
∫
dn P(x,n, t) n, (19a)
nn(x, t) ≡
∫
dn P(n, t|x, t) nn
=
S
ρ
∫
dn P(x,n, t) nn, (19b)
nnn(x, t) ≡
∫
dn P(n, t|x, t) nnn
=
S
ρ
∫
dn P(x,n, t) nnn. (19c)
From the above definitions it follows that the moments
may be considered as expectation values (averages) over
the fluctuating microscopic degrees of freedom. These
expectation values directly lead to the definition of the
two key order parameters of our system, that is, the po-
larization measuring the net orientation
P(x, t) ≡ n(x, t) (20)
and the Q-tensor measuring nematic order
Q(x, t) ≡ (nn)ST(x, t) = nn(x, t) − I
d
. (21)
In Eq. (21), the notation (. . .)ST denotes the symmetric
traceless part of a tensor, and d is the spatial dimension.
For d = 2, 3, the explicit expressions for the symmetric
traceless tensors in terms of the full tensors are given by
(ninj)
ST(x, t) = ninj − 1
d
δij , (22a)
(ninjnk)
ST(x, t) = ninjnk − 3!
2d+ 4
(δijnk)
SY,
(22b)
(ninjnknl)
ST(x, t) = ninjnknl − 4!
4d+ 16
(δijnknl)
SY
+
4!
88d+ 16
(δijδkl)
SY, (22c)
(ninjnknlnm)
ST(x, t) = ninjnknlnm
− 5!
12d+ 72
(δijnknlnm)
SY
+
5!
120d+ 144
(δijδklnm)
SY,
(22d)
and so on, where (. . .)SY denotes the symmetric part of
a tensor and is calculated by the sum over permutations
yielding k! terms,
(ai1...ik)
SY =
1
k!
∑
π(i,j,...)
aπ(i1)...π(ik). (23)
To simplify the calculation of the moments and order
parameters, it is useful to expand the orientational (or
full probability) density in terms of a basis set of orthog-
onal angle-dependent functions. For axially symmetric
objects (such as the rods considered here), this can be
done by using either spherical harmonics Yℓm(θ, ϕ) [74],
or, alternatively, irreducible symmetric traceless tensors
(n . . .n)ST [75–77]. Here we follow the second route. The
expansion of the orientational density then reads
P(n, t|x, t) = 1
Vd
∞∑
k=0
(2k + 1)!!
k!
×
(ni1 · · ·nik)ST (ni1 · · ·nik)ST(x, t), (24)
where k!! = k(k − 2)(k − 4) . . . and Vd is the surface
volume of the d-dimensional unit sphere. In the expan-
sion (24), the (symmetric traceless) tensorial expectation
values (n . . .n)ST(x, t) play the role of coefficients of the
irreducible tensors.
2. Mean-field FP equation
The Fokker-Planck equation for the probability dis-
tribution P(x,n, t), which corresponds to the Langevin
equations (6a) and (6b), can be derived by applying stan-
7dard techniques [78, 79]. One obtains
∂tP(x,n, t) = −∇ · [(v0n+ u)P] +D∇2P
−∇n ·
{[
Ω · n+ a0Π(n) ·Σ · n− 1
τ
n
]
P
}
+
1
2τ
∇n∇n :
[
Π(n) ·Π(n)⊤ P
]
+ C(2)[Φ].
(25)
Note thatΠ(n)·Π(n)⊤ = Π(n)·Π(n) = Π(n). The first
line in Eq. 25 contains the translational drift and diffu-
sion term, respectively. The second line arises due to
orientational drift, the first term in the third line corre-
sponds to orientational diffusion. Further, the last term
in Eq. (25), C(2)[Φ], represents the ”interaction integral”
stemming from the anisotropic pair potentials defined in
Eqs. (3) and (4). Its explicit expression reads
C
(2)[Φ] = (S − 1) ∇n ·
{∫
dn′
∫
dx′ Π(n)·[∇nφact (n,n′, |x− x′|)
+∇nφpass(n,n′, |x− x′|)] P(2)(x,n;x′,n′, t)
}
.
≡ C(2)[Φact] + C(2)[Φpass]. (26)
As seen from in Eq. (26), C(2)[Φ] and thus, the entire FP
equation for the one-particle density, couples to the two-
particle distribution function, P(2)(x,n;x′,n′, t). This
coupling initiates a hierarchy of distribution functions
which has to be truncated by a closure approximation.
Here we use a mean field (factorization) approximation
for P(2) (see Appendix A) and focus on the limit S ≫ 1,
yielding
C
(2)[Φact] ≈ −γ0v0∇n · {Π(n) P(x,n, t) · J [ρP]} ,
(27)
where
J [ρP] = Ad(ρP) +Bd∇2(ρP) + Cd(∇2)2(ρP).
(28)
Note that J [ρP] still depends on x and t. The index d
labels the spatial dimension (which coincides with that
of the orientation vectors). For d = 2 one finds (see
Appendix A)
A2 = πǫ
2 , B2 =
πǫ4
8
, C2 =
πǫ6
192
, (29)
whereas for d = 3
A3 =
4πǫ3
3
, B3 =
2πǫ5
15
, C3 =
πǫ7
210
. (30)
An analogous mean-field treatment of the passive contri-
bution yields (see Appendix A)
C
(2)[Φpass] ≈ −γ1∇n · {Π(n) P(x,n, t) · J [ρQ] · n} ,
(31)
where
J [ρQ] = Ad(ρQ) +Bd∇2(ρQ) + Cd(∇2)2(ρQ). (32)
Inserting the mean-field approximations (27) and (31)
into Eq. (25) we obtain the FP equation in its final form,
∂tP(x,n, t) = −∇ · [(v0n+ u)P(x,n, t)] +D∇2P
−∇n · {[Ω · n+ a0Π(n) ·Σ · n
−τ−1n+ γ0v0Π(n) · J [ρP]
+γ1Π(n) · J [ρQ] · n]P(x,n, t)}
+
1
2τ
∇n∇n : [Π(n) P(x,n, t)] . (33)
Equation (33) will be our starting point for the derivation
of order parameter equations.
B. Field equations
1. Order parameter equations
We start with the evolution equation for the overall
density which, according to Eq. (17), may be obtained by
multiplying the FP equation (33) with S and integrating
over the orientational degree of freedom. This procedure
yields
∂tρ = −∇ · [ρ (v0P+ u)] +D∇2ρ, (34)
where we have used the definition of the polarization,
Eq. (20). In a dense suspension, fluctuations of the over-
all density are typically negligible, such that we can set
ρ = const. From Eq. (34) then follows immediately
v0∇ ·P+∇ ·u = 0. Using, furthermore, that the solvent
flow is incompressible, i.e., ∇ · u = 0, we find that the
polarization is source free, that is,
∇ ·P = 0. (35)
The evolution equation for P = n [see Eqs. (20) and
(19)] is derived by multiplying the FP equation (33) with
Sn and performing again the orientational average. Set-
ting ρ = const and dividing by this factor we find
∂tP = −∇ · [v0nn+ un] +D∇2P− 1
τ
P
+Ω · n+ a0(I− nn) ·Σ · n
+γ0v0ρ(I− nn) · J [P]
+γ1ρ(I− nn) · J [Q] · n, (36)
where the quantities J [P] and J [Q] follow from Eqs. (28)
and (32) via division by ρ, that is,
J [P] = AdP+Bd∇2P+ Cd(∇2)2P, (37a)
J [Q] = AdQ+Bd∇2Q+ Cd(∇2)2Q. (37b)
To simplify the ensemble averages (denoted by overbars)
appearing on the right side of Eq. (36), we use the fact
that the quantities J [P], and J [Q] are per se averaged
8quantities (since they solely depend on order parame-
ters) and can thus be pulled out of the overbars. Recall
that the flow field u and therefore also the tensors Σ
and Ω are considered as averaged quantities as well (see
also Eq (8) in Sec. II B 2) and thus, the same argument
holds. These manipulations allow us to group together
the factors n. Finally, we use that n = P and express
the second moment through the Q-tensor [see Eq. (21)],
i.e., nn = Q+ I/d. Taken altogether we find
(∂t + u · ∇)P = Ω ·P+ a0Σ ·P− v0∇ ·Q
+D∇2P− 1
τ
P− a0Σ : nnn
+ γ0v0ρ
d− 1
d
J [P]− γ0v0ρQ · J [P]
+ γ1ρJ [Q] ·P− γ1ρJ [Q] : nnn .
(38)
As seen from Eq. (38), the dynamics of the polarization
(i.e., the first moment) involves the second and third mo-
ment. In other words, there is again a hierarchy problem
whose treatment requires a closure condition. We stress
that this comes on top of the mean-field approximation
of two-particle distribution function in the FP equation.
Not surprisingly, a similar problem arises in the evolu-
tion equation for the second moment, which is related to
the Q tensor according to Eq. (21). Multiplying the FP
equation by Snn and integrating yields
∂t(ρnn) =−∇ · [ρ(v0nnn+ unn)] +D∇2(ρnn)− 2ρ
τ
nn
+ 2ρΩ · nn+ 2ρ a0(I− nn) ·Σ · nn
+ 2γ0v0ρ(I− nn) · J [ρP]n+ ρ
τ
(I− nn)
+ 2γ1ρ(I− nn) · J [ρQ] · nn .
(39)
We now proceed in analogy to our treatment of the
equation for the polarization: First, we divide by ρ =
const and pull the quantities J [P] and J [Q] [defined in
Eqs. (37)], as well as u, Ω and Σ out of the overbars,
yielding
∂t(nn) =−∇ · [(v0nnn+ unn)] +D∇2nn− 3
τ
nn+
1
τ
I
+ 2Ω · nn+ 2a0Σ · nn− 2a0Σ : nnnn
+ 2γ0v0ρJ [P]n− 2γ0v0ρJ [P] · nnn
+ 2γ1ρJ [Q] · nn− 2γ1ρJ [Q] : nnnn .
(40)
The nematic order parameter is related to the second
moment via Q = nn− I/d. Thus, we take the symmetric
traceless part of the entire equation (40), yielding
∂tQ =− u · ∇Q− v0(∇ · nnn)ST +D∇2Q− 3
τ
Q
+ 2(Ω ·Q)ST + 2a0(Σ ·Q)ST
+
2a0
d
Σ− 2a0(Σ : nnnn)ST
+ 2γ0v0ρ(J [P]P)
ST − 2γ0v0ρ(J [P] · nnn)ST
+ 2γ1ρ(J [Q] ·Q)ST + 2γ1ρ
d
J [Q]
− 2γ1ρ(J [Q] : nnnn)ST .
(41)
Equation (41) shows that theQ-tensor dynamics involves
moments up to fourth order. We note that a similar prob-
lem occurs in the theory of passive liquid crystals [80–82].
At this point we postpone the discussion of suitable clo-
sure relations for the present microswimmer system to a
later stage, but consider first the active stress and the
Stokes equation.
2. Active stress
The active stress σa for a specific microscopic con-
figuration (depending on the orientation vectors Nσ) of
the microswimmers has already been given in Eq. (13).
Performing the ensemble and noise average and using the
moment definitions (19) together with Eq. (16), one finds
the average active stress
〈σa(x, t)〉 ≈−f0
[
ζ1(ρnn) + ζ2 ∇ · (ρnnn)
+ζ3 ∇∇ : (ρnnnn) + ζ4 ∇∇∇ : · (ρnnnnn)
]
.
(42)
Equation (42) features again the need for a closure con-
dition for the higher-order moments.
As already discussed in Sec. II B, there is an additional
passive stress [see Eq. (15)] due to the elongated shape of
the particles, also known in the theory of nematic liquid
crystals. To leading order, the passive stress tensor is
proportional to the nematic order parameter Q [77],
〈σp(x, t)〉 ≈ ρϑQ+ .... (43)
The negligence of higher-order terms seems justified when
we assume that the degree of nematic order is small. The
parameter ϑ, which has units of energy, is concentration
dependent and drives the isotropic-nematic phase transi-
tion of microswimmers.
Combining the active and passive contributions to the
average stress, i.e., 〈σ〉 = 〈σa〉+ 〈σp〉, we can set up the
averaged Stokes equation (8), which, supplemented by
the incompressibility condition (9), allows for the calcu-
lation of the average solvent flow field u(x, t). We stress
at this point that the experimentally observable quantity
is not u but rather the bacterial velocity w. The latter
field, which is typically measured through Particle Image
9Velocimetry methods, is given by the sum of the solvent
field and the contribution from the swimmers, i.e.,
w(x, t) = u(x, t) + v(x, t), (44)
where the swimmer contribution follows from Eq. (6a)
and (20) as
v(x, t) = v0n(x, t) = v0P(x, t). (45)
3. Closure relation and final equations
We now turn to the closure relation for the hierar-
chy of moments. In the main part of this article, we
focus on a relatively simple closure sufficient to calcu-
late the polarization, P, and the active stress, 〈σa〉, in
a self-consistent manner. This implies that all moments
starting with k = 2 have to be expressed via P itself,
while Q disappears as a dynamical variable. We note,
however, that an extension of the theory towards the Q-
dynamics is feasible. We sketch the corresponding steps
in Appendix D [see Eq. (D6)].
Considering Eqs. (38) and (42) for P and 〈σa〉, respec-
tively, the first step is to re-express the moments of order
k ≥ 3. We here employ the so-called Hand closure [83]
(for a generalization, see Appendix B), which reads
(nnn)ST = (nnnn)ST = (nnnnn)ST = 0. (46)
where (...)ST denotes again the symmetric traceless ten-
sors. We recall that these are connected to the full ten-
sorial moments via Eqs. (22a) to (23) (see also Ap-
pendix B).
As a second step, we have to relate the Q-tensor (sec-
ond moment) to the polarization. Following the proposal
in our previous study [45] we use a relation which is mo-
tivated by the Doi theory [84, 85] for the shear-induced
dynamics of passive rods, but is adapted for active mi-
croswimmer suspensions.
The original ansatz of Doi is given by Q = q(PP)ST,
where q is the strength (largest eigenvalue) of nematic
order (for uniaxial order) [86]. However, in the present
context the Doi closure neglects the fact that the active
particles permanently generate flow gradients (∝ ∇u)
on the ambient fluid. These should, at least locally,
affect the orientational order. Indeed, already in pas-
sive anisotropic fluids, flow gradients (e.g., planar Cou-
ette flow) have ordering effects reaching from an induced
isotropic-nematic transition to tumbling and shear band-
ing [87–91]. To include the impact of the intrinsically
generated flow gradients in a self-consistent manner we
extend the Doi closure according to
Q = q(PP)ST + λKΣ, (47)
where λK may be considered as tumbling parameter (in
analogy to passive systems). The tumbling parameter
for passive hard rods can be linked to the aspect ratio of
the rods; however, this relation may be different for ac-
tive particles [see the corresponding discussion of Jeffrey
tumbling below Eqs. (6b)]. In principle, the coefficients q
and λK can be calculated as functions of the microscopic
parameters; this is described in Appendix D. Starting
point is the dynamical equation (D6) for Q, which is
then considered in the stationary case (along with some
other approximations). The resulting static equation for
Q has exactly the form of the closure condition (47).
Next, we apply the closure relations (46) and (47) to
the active stress given in Eq. (42). For a detailed discus-
sion on closure relations see also Appendix B. Using, ad-
ditionally, the condition ∇·P = 0 and neglecting higher-
order derivatives (see Appendix C2) we find
〈σa(x, t)〉 ≈−f0ρ
{
ξ1
[
q (PP)
(ST)
+ λKΣ+
1
d
I
]
+2ξ2(∇P)(ST) + 2ξ4∇2(∇P)(ST)
}
, (48)
where ξ1 = br + bf and
ξ2 =
b2r − b2f
10
, ξ3 =
b3r + b
3
f
42
, ξ4 =
b4r − b4f
280
, (49)
for d = 3 (for d = 2 and the general case see Ap-
pendix C 2). We recall that the active stress, as well as
its passive part [see Eq. (43)], enter the average Stokes
equation (8) via their divergence. Inserting the resulting
expressions we obtain from Eq. (8)
∇2u = f0ρ
µeff
{
ξ1(1− ϑ
f0ξ1
)qP · ∇P
+(ξ2 + ξ4∇2)∇2P
}
+∇peff, (50)
with the effective bulk viscosity
µeff = µ
∗ − 1
2
f0ρξ1(1− ϑ
f0ξ1
)λK (51)
and the effective pressure
peff =
1
µeff
[
p+ f0ρξ1
(
(1− ϑ
f0ξ1
)q|P|2
)
/d
]
. (52)
We now turn to the evolution equation for the polariza-
tion, Eq. (38). Applying the closure relations Eqs. (46)
and (47), neglecting various higher-order derivatives (see
Appendix C) and utilizing the Stokes equation in the
form of Eq. (50), we finally obtain our field equation for
the polarization,
(∂t + u · ∇)P = Ω ·P+ κΣ ·P− λ0P · ∇P
+Γ2∇2P+ Γ4∇4P
−αP− β|P|2P−∇p∗, (53)
which contains derivatives up to fourth order as well as
nonlinear terms in the field P(x, t). Before we comment
on the various parameters occurring in Eq. (53), we first
note that it can be rewritten into the more intuitive and
compact form
(Dt(u) + λ0P · ∇)P = − δ
δP
F(P)−∇p∗. (54)
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On the left side we have introduced the derivative
Dt(u)P = (∂t + u · ∇)P−Ω ·P− κΣ ·P, (55)
which involves all couplings with the flow field. The pa-
rameter κ is given by
κ =
d
d+ 2
a0 − γ0v0λKAdρ+ d
d+ 2
ργ1λKAd. (56)
Further, the prefactor λ0 appearing on the left side of
Eq. (54) is given by
λ0 = qv0
(
1 +
λKf0ρξ1(1− ϑf0ξ1 )
2µeff
)
. (57)
The right side of the field equation (54) contains a
relaxation term, that is, a derivative (with respect to P)
of the functional
F(P,∇P,∇∇P) = ΦL+1
2
Γ2(∇P)2− 1
2
Γ4(∇∇P)2, (58)
where the first term represents the Landau potential
ΦL =
1
2
α|P|2 + 1
4
β|P|4 (59)
with the parameters
α =
1
τ
− d− 1
d
ργ0v0Ad (60a)
β =
(
d− 1
d
γ0v0 − d− 1
d+ 2
γ1
)
Adρq. (60b)
Inspecting these expressions for typical values of the in-
put constants, it turns out that β is positive, while α
can change its sign. For positive α, the function ΦL has
its minimum at |P| = 0, which corresponds to a stable
isotropic phase. In contrast, α < 0 implies the occurrence
of two stable minima at ±
√
−α/β, i.e., a polar (orienta-
tionally ordered) phase. From Eq. (60a) it is seen that
such a change of sign of α occurs when the ”ferromag-
netic coupling” (∝ γ0v0) dominates over the rotational
diffusion (∼ τ−1). The finite polarization then leads via
Eq. (45) to a collective swimmer velocity with magnitude
vc = v0|P| = v0
√−α
β
. (61)
The appearance of the isotropic-to-polar transition is
reminiscent of the Toner-Tu model [31]. A significant
difference, however, becomes clear when we consider the
prefactors of the gradient terms in Eq. (58), which are
given by
Γ2 = D +
d− 1
d
γ0v0Bdρ− v0 f0ρλK
2µeff
ξ2, (62a)
Γ4 =
d− 1
d
γ0v0Cdρ− v0 f0ρλK
2µeff
ξ4. (62b)
The parameter Γ2 is positive in the passive limit (v0 = 0),
but can become negative for a large active force density
of the microswimmers, f0, and large values of the self-
propulsion velocity, v0. When this happens, the homo-
geneous phase, where P is a spatially constant vector,
becomes unstable and mesoscale turbulence sets in. This
behavior can be extracted from a linear stability anal-
ysis, as detailed for the minimal model [see Eq. (1)] in
Ref. [42]. In the vicinity of the threshold, the ratio of the
parameters in Eqs. (62), specifically
Λ = 2π
√
2Γ4
Γ2
(63)
then sets the characteristic length scale of the dynamics
of the system: Λ determines the size of the vortices.
Finally, the last term on the right side of Eq. (54) is
given by
p∗ =
v0λK
2µeff
p+ |P|2
(
−v0λKf0ρξ1q
2µeffd
(1− ϑ
f0ξ1
)− v0q
d
)
.
(64)
From a more universal point of view, the equation for
the polarization, Eq. (54), may be considered as a gener-
alized Swift-Hohenberg equation [see Eq. (1)], where the
ordinary time derivative was replaced by the generalized
derivative involving the solvent flow u [see Eq. (55)]. The
latter is determined by the Stokes equation (50). We re-
call from Eq. (44) that the overall bacterial motion is
characterized by the field
w = v0P+ u. (65)
IV. MODELLING MESOSCALE TURBULENCE
In the last section we have derived continuum equa-
tions for the polar order parameter and the correspond-
ing Stokes equation to describe the collective dynamics of
a microswimmer suspension. The structure of the order
parameter equation is similar to that of the phenomeno-
logical Eq. (1), but involves, in addition, a coupling to
the dynamics of the surrounding fluid. Indeed, recent
experiments of B. subtilis suspensions and detailed mi-
croswimmer simulations have shown that this coupling is
important for a proper description of the system’s collec-
tive dynamics if boundary conditions play a significant
role [44].
In this section, we first write the equations in rescaled
form. For the sake of clarity, we consider a suspension
with purely polar near-field interactions, corresponding
to γ1 = 0, see Eq. (4). To characterize the strength
of the flow’s response to the activity, we introduce a
coupling parameter and show that, in the limit of very
weak coupling, the dynamics of the effective velocity w
is adequately described by the phenomenological model
Eq. (1).
The coupling parameter is a function of the micro-
scopic parameters of the microswimmers, the microswim-
mer force density f0 (which is itself proportional to the
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self-propulsion speed v0 [92]) and the effective viscosity
µeff, see Eq. (51).
As observed in recent experiments, the effective viscos-
ity of an active suspension strongly varies with changes
in the microscopic parameters and the volume fraction
of microswimmers. In particular, Aranson and Sokolov
found a significant decrease of µeff relative to the bare
solvent viscosity for intermediate volume fractions of the
B. subtilis suspension [67, 93]. For very high volume frac-
tions the viscosity increases again, yielding values larger
than the bare solvent viscosity. This surprising behavior
is only present in active systems and can be reproduced
by the present model (see [45] for details).
Finally, we present numerical results for the full model
that illustrate that the phenomenological equations can
nearly be recovered in the high viscosity limit, if effects
from boundaries can be neglected.
A. Scaling of the dynamical equations
In order to rescale the equations, we introduce the fol-
lowing dimensionless quantities. First, the persistence
number Pr of the microswimmers’ motion (persistence
length ℓP scaled by the microswimmer length ℓ) is given
by [20, 21]
Pr = ℓP/ℓ = v0τ/ℓ. (66)
The strength of the flow’s response to the activity is char-
acterized by the dimensionless coupling parameter
cF =
f0ρℓ
2
10µeffv0
. (67)
The strength of the polar interaction compared to the
rotational diffusion time scale τ yields the dimensionless
interaction parameter
cI =
2
3
τργ0v0A3. (68)
For cI < 1 the homogeneous system relaxes to an
isotropic state, for cI > 1 to a polar state.
We choose the microswimmers’ length ℓ as character-
istic length and the self-swimming speed v0 as character-
istic velocity. The corresponding time scale is given by
ℓ/v0. We use a tilde (∼) to denote rescaled, dimension-
less quantities and obtain for the gradients
∇ = 1
ℓ
∇˜, ∇2 = 1
ℓ2
∇˜2, ∇4 = 1
ℓ4
∇˜4. (69)
The velocity and its derivatives are rescaled accordingly,
u = v0u˜, Ω =
v0
ℓ
Ω˜, Σ =
v0
ℓ
Σ˜. (70)
Using the same scaling for the effective microswimmer
velocity [see Eq. 65] we get
w˜ = P+ u˜, (71)
which shows that the two fields P and u˜ are now compa-
rable in magnitude.
To simplify the microswimmer geometry, we set br =
ℓ and bf = 0. Additionally, we assume that there is
no significant passive nematic contribution to the stress
(ϑ = 0) and negligible translational diffusion of swimmers
(D = 0). Also, we use the relations obtained for q and
λK [see Eq. (D11) in Appendix D]. With the introduced
scaling, the Stokes equation [see Eq. (50)] yields
∇˜2u˜ = cF
(
6cIP · ∇˜P+ ∇˜2P+ 1
28
∇˜4P
)
+ ∇˜p˜eff. (72)
The polar order parameter equation [see Eq. (53)] is given
by
∂P
∂t˜
=− u˜ · ∇˜P+ Ω˜ ·P+ κΣ˜ ·P− λ˜0P · ∇˜P
− α˜P− β˜|P|2P+ Γ˜2∇˜2P+ Γ˜4∇˜4P− ∇˜p˜∗,
∇˜ ·P = 0,
(73)
where
α˜ = (1− cI) /Pr, β˜ = 3
5
c2I /Pr,
Γ˜2 =
1
10
( ǫ
ℓ
)2
cI/Pr − a0
15
PrcF, Γ˜4 = − a0
420
PrcF,
λ˜0 =
3
5
cI
(
1 +
2
3
a0PrcF
)
, κ =
3
5
a0
(
1− cI
3
)
,
p˜∗ =
a0
15
Prp˜− 1
5
|P|2cI
(
1 +
2
3
a0PrcF
)
.
(74)
In contrast to our previous publication [45], the fourth
order gradient term stemming from the expansion of the
interaction potential (see Appendix A) is neglected here.
Thus, the corresponding coefficient Γ˜4 has only one con-
tribution (stemming from the active stress). In doing
so, the expansion of the interaction potential ends on an
order that does not lead to destabilization on the meso-
scopic order parameter level. Also note that, in compari-
son to [45], the parameters given in Eqs. (73) are rescaled.
For the definition of the shape parameter a0 see Eq. (7).
B. Reduction to the phenomenological model
In the introduction we have mentioned the phenomeno-
logical model Eq. (1) as one key motivation for the deriva-
tion of the field equations in the present paper. The
phenomenological model predicts the dynamics in terms
of one vector field that describes the effective velocity of
the microswimmers in the suspension. In this paragraph,
we will discuss if and under which requirements the phe-
nomenological model can be obtained from the present
one.
The response of the flow to the activity scales with the
dimensionless coupling parameter cF [see Eq. (72)]. This
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Correlation functions for the solvent
net flow u˜, the polarization P the effective velocity w˜ und
the vorticity of w˜ for small values of the coupling parameter
cF = 0.05 (corresponds to large effective viscosities µeff). The
remaining parameters are set to cI = 2/3, ℓp = 10 µm, ǫ =
1 µm. The length and the diameter of the bacteria are ℓ =
5 µm and d = 0.8 µm.
parameter is proportional to the ratio of active forces
(exerted on the solvent by the microswimmers) to viscous
forces. In the limit
cF ≪ 1, (75)
the Stokes equation for the net solvent velocity becomes
independent of the swimmer orientations, i.e.,
∇˜2u˜ = ∇˜p˜. (76)
In this case, the collective dynamics of the suspension
[which is given by w˜, see Eq. (71)] depends solely on the
orientational dynamics. This is also demonstrated later
by numerical simulations. Following this reasoning, the
phenomenological model Eq. (1) is rediscovered for a low
coupling parameter cF in the absence of external driving
forces (e.g. shear flow) or boundary effects. Note that the
product PrcF still has to be sufficiently large compared
to cI to obtain a mesoscale-turbulent state [see Eq. (74)].
Next, we will show numerical results of the full model
in spatially 3D for small values of the coupling parameter
cF (large values of the effective viscosity µeff) to demon-
strate that in this limit the overall collective dynamics of
the bacterial suspension is dominated by its orientational
dynamics.
For numerical simulations we use periodic boundary
conditions and a pseudospectral code combined with an
operator splitting technique for time integration where
the linear operator is integrated exactly [41]. To obtain
the equal-time velocity correlation function, we consider
a 2D slice in the middle of the 3D periodic cube and
calculate the correlation functions in that plane averaged
over 20 time-steps (for details see [41]).
Fig. 3 shows equal-time correlation functions for the
scaled solvent flow u˜, the polarization P, the bacterial
collective motion w˜ and the vorticity of w˜. The corre-
lation functions for the collective bacterial motion and
for the polarization collapse. This shows that, for large
effective viscosities, the collective dynamics of the bacte-
ria is dominated by the dynamics of the polarization. In
this limit the collective dynamics is well described by the
phenomenological model Eq. (1). It is also seen from the
correlation functions that the typical vortex size (char-
acterized by ranges with negative values) is induced by
orientational order of the bacteria rather than the solvent
dynamics.
To this end, the collective behavior of dense bacterial
suspensions can be modeled by the one-fluid equation
(∂t + λ0w · ∇)w =−∇p− αw − β|w|2w
+ Γ2∇2w + Γ4∇4w,
∇ ·w = 0 , (77)
with parameters
λ0 =
3
5
cI
(
1 +
2
3
a0PrcF
)
,
α = (1− cI) /Pr, β = 3
5
c2I /Pr,
Γ2 =
1
10
( ǫ
ℓ
)2
cI/Pr − a0
15
PrcF, Γ4 = − a0
420
PrcF
(78)
and abbreviations cI = 8πργ0ǫ
3τv0/9, Pr = v0τ/ℓ, cF =
f0ρℓ
2/(10µeffv0). Again, time is scaled by ℓ/v0, space by
ℓ and the collective velocity w by v0.
Note that, for the derivation of the field equations, it
was presumed that densities are large enough such that
density fluctuations can be neglected. For dilute or semi-
dilute microswimmer suspensions correlations or density
fluctuations may play a significant role and can no longer
be neglected [94]. Near boundaries, such as walls or other
obstacles, the assumption of constant swimmer density
may also loose its justification due to effects like trap-
ping [50, 95]. An extension of the theory to include such
density variations will be presented elsewhere.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The present article is devoted to the systematic deriva-
tion of generic field equations for the collective behavior
of a large number of microswimmers in a Newtonian fluid.
Following earlier studies [30, 70], the microswimmers
are modeled by moving force dipoles that drive the ambi-
ent fluid and generate a net flow of the solvent. The new
feature of the analysis presented here is the fact that we
consider derivatives of the polar order parameter up to
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fourth order. Furthermore, we use a novel closure condi-
tion for the nematic order parameter that includes reori-
entations from active driving of the solvent flow by the
microswimmers not present for passive particle systems.
The derivation incorporates both, near field (polar and
nematic) and far-field hydrodynamic interactions. The
final equations comprise a dynamical equation for the po-
lar order parameter P (averaged swimmer orientations)
and the dynamics of the solvent flow u. We restrict the
derivation to sufficiently dense suspensions where density
fluctuations play no significant role.
Parameters of the obtained field equations are directly
linked to parameters of the microswimmer model. For
example, the typical vortex size of swarming bacterial
suspensions is given by Λ = 2π
√
2Γ4/Γ2. In particular,
in the limit of large self-swimming speeds, we find Λ ∝ ℓ,
i.e., the vortex size depends linearly on the microswim-
mers’ length ℓ. Indeed, such a dependency was recently
found in experiments of B. subtilis suspensions [96].
The coupling between the solvent flow and the orien-
tational dynamics depends strongly on the microscopic
parameters, which motivates the introduction of a cou-
pling parameter as a function of the parameters of the
microswimmer model. We distinguish between two lim-
iting cases:
For very weak coupling, the collective dynamics de-
pends solely on the orientational dynamics. In this limit
(and without boundary effects), the phenomenological
model Eq. (1) describes the dynamics of the microswim-
mer suspension very well and the field equations derived
in this paper can actually be reduced to the simpler
model.
On the other hand, for a larger coupling parameter,
the orientational dynamics couples to the solvent flow
dynamics. Here, the intrinsic length scale set by Γ2 and
Γ4 has less influence on the dynamical patterns.
It would be very interesting to observe such a depen-
dence of the collective behaviour on the coupling (effec-
tive viscosity) in experiments.
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Appendix A: Mean field approximation of the interaction integral
According to Eq. (26) in the main text, the active part of the ”interaction integral” is given by
C
(2)[Φact] = (S − 1) ∇n ·
{∫
dn′
∫
dx′ Π(n) · [∇nφact(n,n′, |x− x′|)] P(2)(x,n;x′,n′, t)}
= −γ0v0(S − 1)∇n ·
{
Π(n) ·
∫
dn′
∫
|x−x′|<ǫ
dx′ n′ P(2)(x,n;x′,n′, t)
}
(A1)
where the second line has been obtained by inserting the expression for the activity-induced polar pair potential given
in Eq. (3). We next approximate the two-particle distribution function P(2), defined as
P
(2)(x,n;x′,n′, t) =
1
S2
S∑
µ=1
S∑
ν=1
〈
δ(x−Xµ(t)) δ(n−Nµ(t))δ(x′ −Xν(t)) δ(n′ −Nν(t))
〉
, (A2)
by factorization (mean-field approximation), i.e., P(2)(x,n;x′,n′, t) = P(x,n, t)P(x′,n′, t). In the limit S ≫ 1 the
integral then becomes
C
(2)[Φact] ≈ −γ0v0S∇n ·
{
Π(n) P(x,n, t) ·
∫
dn′
∫
|x−x′|<ǫ
dx′ n′ P(x′,n′, t)
}
= −γ0v0∇n ·
{
Π(n) P(x,n, t) ·
∫
|x−x′|<ǫ
dx′ ρ(x′, t)P(x′, t)
}
, (A3)
where we have employed Eq. (17). To treat the spatial integral over the product ρP, we transform to the new
integration variable r = x− x′ and perform a Taylor expansion up to fourth order around r = 0. This yields
J [ρP] =
∫
|x−x′|<ǫ
dx′ ρ(x′, t)P(x′, t) =
∫
|r|<ǫ
dr ρ(x− r, t)P(x − r, t)
≈
∫
|r|<ǫ
dr
[
1 +
1
2!
rr : ∇∇+ 1
4!
rrrr :: ∇∇∇∇
]
ρ(x, t)P(x, t). (A4)
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where we have truncated the expansion after the fourth-order term. The gradient operators acting on the product
field ρP can be taken out of the integral (since the result depends on x rather than on r). Terms involving odd powers
of r then vanish by symmetry, which has already been taken into account in writing the second line. The remaining
integrals over even powers of r can be carried out analytically, yielding the non-zero coefficients in the fourth-order
expansion of J [ρP], see Eqs. (28), (29) and (30) in the main text. Inserting the resulting expression into Eq. (A3)
one finally obtains Eq. (27).
The passive part of the interaction integral is treated in an analogous manner. We start from the definition [from
Eq. (26)]
C
(2)[Φpass] = (S − 1) ∇n ·
{∫
dn′
∫
dx′ Π(n) · [∇nφpass(n,n′, |x− x′|)] P(2)(x,n;x′,n′, t)
}
= −γ1(S − 1)∇n ·
{
Π(n) ·
∫
dn′
∫
|x−x′|<ǫ
dx′ n′(n′ · n) P(2)(x,n;x′,n′, t)
}
(A5)
where we have used the passive (nematic) pair interaction given in Eq. (3). The mean-field approximation yields in
the limit S ≫ 1
C
(2)[Φpass] ≈ −γ1S∇n ·
{
Π(n) P(x,n, t) ·
∫
dn′
∫
|x−x′|<ǫ
dx′ n′(n′ · n) P(x′,n′, t)
}
= −γ1∇n ·
{
Π(n) P(x,n, t) ·
∫
|x−x′|<ǫ
dx′ ρ(x′, t)
(
Q(x′, t) +
1
d
I
)
· n
}
= −γ1∇n ·
{
Π(n) P(x,n, t) ·
∫
|x−x′|<ǫ
dx′ ρ(x′, t)Q(x′, t) · n
}
, (A6)
where we have used that the contribution from the unit matrix in the second line vanishes due to the application of
the projector Π. The spatial integral is again treated by a Taylor expansion, that is,
J [ρQ] =
∫
|x−x′|<ǫ
dx′ ρ(x′, t)Q(x′, t) ≈
∫
|r|<ǫ
dr
[
1 +
1
2!
rr : ∇∇+ 1
4!
rrrr :: ∇∇∇∇
]
ρ(x, t)Q(x, t). (A7)
The remaining integrals are the same as those calculated for the active contribution. From this one obtains Eqs. (32)
and (31) in the main text.
Appendix B: Generalized closure conditions
In this work we use the Hand closure [Eq. (46)] to truncate the moment hierarchies in the equations for the
polarization [see Eq. (38)], the nematic order parameter [see Eq. (41)] and the active stress [see Eq. (42)]. This is
the simplest closure that is still consistent with the system’s symmetries. For the sake of completeness, we discuss a
somewhat more sophisticated closure relation in the following, the so-called ”generalized quadratic closure” [76], of
which the Hand closure and the quadratic closure are special cases. For nematic suspensions the quadratic closure
should be used in order to obtain the Landau-de Gennes potential that ensures a relaxation into the nematic phase.
By introducing a parameter s = 0, 1 with s = 0 referring to the Hand closure and s = 1 referring to the quadratic
closure, the relation for the moments of order k ≥ 3 can be compactly written as
(ninjnk)
ST = s (PiQjk)
ST
(B1)
(ninjnknl)
ST = s (QijQkl)
ST
(B2)
(ninjnknlnm)
ST = s (Qij [nknlnm])
ST
. (B3)
Equations (B1) - (B3) are sufficient to express all higher moments in terms of the mean polarity P = n and the
nematic order parameter Q = nn− I/d. Note that all tensors on the left hand side are symmetric and traceless. To
obtain from these tensors the corresponding full versions one may employ Eqs. (22) and (23). Specifically, for the
Hand-Closure (s = 0), we find for the third-order term
ninjnk(x, t) =
3!
2d+ 4
(δijnk)
SY =
1
d+ 2
(δijnk + δkinj + δjkni) (B4)
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and for the fourth-order term
ninjnknl(x, t) =
4!
4d+ 16
(δijnknl)
SY − 4!
88d+ 16
(δijδkl)
SY
=
1
d+ 4
(δijnknl + δiknjnl + δilnknj + δkjninl + δljnkni + δklninj)−
1
11d+ 2
(δijδkl + δikδjl + δilδkj) . (B5)
Finally, the fifth-order term (which is needed for the calculation of the active stress) becomes
ninjnknlnm(x, t) =
5!
12d+ 72
(δijnknlnm)
SY − 5!
120d+ 144
(δijδklnm)
SY
=
5!
(12d+ 72)(d+ 2)
(δij (δklnm + δmknl + δlmnk))
SY − 5!
120d+ 144
(δijδklnm)
SY
=
5!
(4d+ 24)(d+ 2)
(δijδklnm)
SY − 5!
120d+ 144
(δijδklnm)
SY
=
[
5!
(4d+ 24)(d+ 2)
− 5!
120d+ 144
]
(δijδklnm)
SY
=
[
1
(4d+ 24)(d+ 2)
− 1
120d+ 144
]
×
4!
(
{δijδkl}+ nm + {δmjδkl}+ ni + {δimδkl}+ nj + {δijδml}+ nk + {δijδkm}+ nl
)
=
[
1
6
(
3
2 + d
− 3
6 + d
− 2
6 + 5d
)]
×[
(δijδkl + δikδjl + δilδkj)nm + (δmjδkl + δmkδjl + δmlδkj)ni +
(δimδkl + δikδml + δilδkm)nj + (δijδml + δimδjl + δilδmj)nk +
(δijδkm + δikδjm + δimδkj)nl
]
. (B6)
Appendix C: Detailed derivation of the field equations
1. Evolution equation for the polarization
We start from Eq. (38), which we display here again for clarity,
(∂t + u · ∇)P =Ω ·P+ a0Σ ·P− v0∇Q+D∇2P− 1
τ
P− a0Σ : nnn
+ γ0v0ρ
d− 1
d
J [P]− γ0v0ρQ · J [P] + γ1ρJ [Q] ·P− γ1ρJ [Q] : nnn.
(C1)
The terms involving third-order moments of n can be treated via the Hand closure (with s = 0), where we utilize the
explicit relations between full tensors and symmetric traceless parts given in Appendix B. In particular, we find with
Eq. (B4) in component form
Σijninjnk = Σij
1
d+ 2
(δijPk + δkiPj + δjkPi) =
1
d+ 2
(ΣkjPj +ΣikPi) =
2
d+ 2
ΣkjPj , (C2)
J [Q]ijninjnk = J [Q]ij
1
d+ 2
(δijPk + δkiPj + δjkPi) =
1
d+ 2
(J [Q]kjPj + J [Q]ikPi) =
2
d+ 2
J [Q]kjPj . (C3)
Inserting these results into Eq. (C1) yields
(∂t + u · ∇)P =Ω ·P+ d
d+ 2
a0Σ ·P− v0∇Q+D∇2P− 1
τ
P
+ γ0v0ρ
d− 1
d
J [P]− γ0v0ρQ · J [P] + d
d+ 2
γ1ρJ [Q] ·P.
(C4)
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As a next step, we employ the closure relation for Q (see Eq. (47) in the main text), that is, Q = q (PP)
ST
+ λKΣ.
The divergence of Q then follows as
∇ ·Q = q
(
P · ∇P− 1
d
∇|P|2
)
+
λK
2
∇2u. (C5)
Additionally, we insert the explicit forms of the quantities J [P] and J [Q] [see Eqs. (37] in the main text). Further,
the products of the Q-tensor and the quantities J become
Q · J [P] = q PP · J [P]− q
d
|P|2J [P] + λKΣ · J [P]
=
d− 1
d
qAd|P|2P+ q (P ·DP)P− q
d
|P|2 (DP) + λKΣ · J [P], (C6)
and
J [Q] ·P = AdQ ·P+P ·DQ, (C7)
where we have introduced the operator D := Bd∇2 +Cd∇4 including the constants defined in Eqs. (29) and (30) for
d = 2, 3, respectively. Inserting Eqs. (37), (C5), (C6) and (C7) into Eq. (C4) we obtain
(∂t + u · ∇)P =− v0 λK
2
∇2u+Ω ·P+ κΣ ·P− v0qP · ∇P+ Γ˜2∇2P+ Γ˜4∇4P− αP − β|P|2P+ v0
d
q∇|P|2
− γ0v0qρ (P ·DP)STP− γ0v0λKρΣ ·DP+ γ1 d
d+ 2
qρP · (DPP)ST + γ1 d
d+ 2
λKρP ·DΣ, (C8)
where
κ =
d
d+ 2
a0 +
d
d+ 2
γ1AdλKρ− γ0v0AdλKρ (C9)
α =
1
τ
− d− 1
d
γ0v0Adρ, (C10)
β =
(
γ0v0
d− 1
d
− γ1 d− 1
d+ 2
)
Adqρ (C11)
Γ˜2 = D +
d− 1
d
γ0v0Bd, (C12)
Γ˜4 =
d− 1
d
γ0v0Cd. (C13)
Equation (C8) can be somewhat simplified when we neglect the higher-order derivatives contained in the operator
D. This yields
(∂t + u · ∇)P =− v0λK
2
∇2u+Ω ·P+ κΣ ·P− v0qP · ∇P+ Γ˜2∇2P+ Γ˜4∇4P+ αP+ β|P|2P+ v0
d
q∇|P|2.
(C14)
Equation (C14) still contains the flow field u and its derivatives.
2. Active stress and flow field expressed via the polarization
To proceed from Eq. (C14), we now consider the average active stress given in Eq. (42). Using the Hand closure
and the fact that, for constant density ρ, P = n is source-free [see Eq. (35)], that is, ∇ · n = 0, we find
〈σa(x, t)〉 ≈ −f0ρ
[
ζ1nn+ ζ2 ∇ · (nnn) + ζ3 ∇∇ : (nnnn) + ζ4 ∇∇∇ : · (nnnnn)
]
= −f0ρ
{
ξ1nn+ ξ2
[∇n+ (∇n)⊤]+ ξ3 [I∇∇ : nn+ 2(∇∇ · nn) + 2(∇∇ · nn)⊤ +∇2nn]
+ξ4∇2
[∇n+ (∇n)⊤]}, (C15)
where ξ1 = ζ1 = br + bf and
ξ2 =
ζ2
d+ 2
, ξ3 =
ζ3
d+ 4
, ξ4 =
ζ4
2
(
3
2 + d
− 3
6 + d
− 2
6 + 5d
)
, (C16)
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or explicitly in 2D (for d = 3 see Eqs. (49) in Sec. III B 3)
ξ2 =
b2r − b2f
8
, ξ3 =
b3r + b
3
f
36
, ξ4 =
b4r − b4f
192
. (C17)
Next, we re-express the second moment by the Q-tensor and apply the closure relation for Q [see Eq. (47)]. We
then obtain
〈σa(x, t)〉 ≈ −f0ρ
{
ξ1Q+ 2ξ2(∇P)ST + 2ξ4∇2(∇P)ST + ξ3
{
∇2Q+ 4 (∇∇ ·Q)ST +Tr [∇∇ ·Q] I
}}
= −f0ρ
{
ξ1
(
q (PP)
ST
+ λKΣ+
1
d
I
)
+ 2ξ2 (∇P)ST + 2ξ4∇2 (∇P)ST
+ξ3
(
3
2
λK∇2Σ+ q∇2 (PP)ST + q
(∇∇ · (PP)ST)ST)}. (C18)
In what follows we neglect again nonlinear terms involving higher derivatives. We further assume that the strain
rate varies only slowly in space, and thus, ∇2Σ ≈ 0. Equation (C18) then becomes
σa = −f0ρ
{
ξ1
(
q (PP)
ST
+ λKΣ+
1
d
I
)
+ 2ξ2 (∇P)ST + 2ξ4∇2 (∇P)ST
}
. (C19)
This equation coincides with Eq. (48) in the main text. We now take the divergence of Eq. (C19) and do the same for
the passive stress, Eq. (43). Within the latter, we also use the closure relation for Q. Inserting the resulting terms
into the Stokes equation and solving for the velocity field we obtain (see Eq. (50) in the main text)
∇2u = 1
µeff
(
f0ρξ1(1− ϑ
f0ξ1
)qP · ∇P+ f0ρξ2∇2P+ f0ρξ4∇4P
)
+∇peff. (C20)
Inserting Eq. (C20) into (C14) we finally obtain the field equation for the polarization (see Eq. (53) in the main text).
Appendix D: Evolution equation for the Q-tensor and generalized Doi closure
To derive a self-consistent evolution equation for the Q-tensor we start from Eq. (41), which we display here again
for clarity,
∂tQ =− u · ∇Q− v0(∇ · nnn)ST +D∇2Q− 3
τ
Q+ 2(Ω ·Q)ST + 2a0(Σ ·Q)ST
+
2a0
d
Σ− 2a0(Σ : nnnn)ST + 2γ0v0ρ(J [P]P)ST − 2γ0v0ρ(J [P] · nnn)ST
+ 2γ1ρ(J [Q] ·Q)ST + 2γ1ρ
d
J [Q]− 2γ1ρ(J [Q] : nnnn)ST .
(D1)
The terms involving third- and fourth-order moments of n can be treated via the Hand closure (with s = 0), where
we utilize the explicit relations between full tensors and symmetric traceless parts given in Appendix B. In particular,
we find with Eq. (B4) in component form(
∂
∂xi
ninjnk
)ST
=
1
d+ 2
(
∂
∂xi
(δijPk + δkiPj + δjkPi)
)ST
=
2
d+ 2
(
∂Pk
∂xj
)ST
, (D2)
and similarly
(J [P]ininjnk)
ST
=
1
d+ 2
(
J [P]i(δijPk + δkiPj + δjkPi)
)ST
=
2
d+ 2
(J [P]jPk)
ST
. (D3)
With Eq. (B5) we further find
(Σijninjnknl)
ST =
(
Σij
[
1
d+ 4
{
δijQkl +
1
d
δijδkl + δikQjl +
1
d
δikδjl
+δilQkj +
1
d
δilδkj + δkjQil +
1
d
δkjδil + δljQkj +
1
d
δljδki
+δklQij +
1
d
δklδij
}
− 1
11d+ 2
(δijδkl + δikδjl + δilδkj)
])ST
=
4
d+ 4
(ΣkjQjl)
ST −
(
2
2 + 11d
− 4
d(d + 4)
)
Σkl, (D4)
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and similarly
(J [Q]ijninjnknl)
ST
=
4
d+ 4
(J [Q]kjQjl)
ST −
(
2
2 + 11d
− 4
d(d+ 4)
)
J [Q]kl. (D5)
Inserting these relations into Eq. (D1) yields
∂tQ =− u∇ ·Q+ 2Ω ·Q+D∇2Q− 2
d+ 2
v0 (∇P)ST − 3
τ
Q+
2a0
d+ 2
Σ+
d
d+ 4
2a0 (Σ ·Q)ST
+
d
d+ 2
2γ0v0ρ (J [P]P)
ST +
2γ1ρ
d+ 2
J [Q] +
d
d+ 4
2γ1ρ (J [Q] ·Q)ST , (D6)
where we have used the relation
1
d
+
2
2 + 11d
− 4
d(d+ 4)
=
1
d+ 2
, (D7)
which is valid for d = 2, 3, i.e., only for systems in two- or three-dimensional space.
Eq. (D6) already provides a self-consistent relation for the time evolution of the Q-tensor for given polarization and
flow field. For active nematics, higher moments have to be approximated by the quadratic closure (see Appendix B).
We now proceed towards a derivation of the generalized Doi closure in Eq. (47). To this end we insert the explicit
expressions for the quantities J [P] and J [Q] [see Eqs. (37)] into Eq. (D6). Henceforth, we only keep terms of linear
order in Q and Σ and quadratic order in P. Further, we neglect all gradient terms. We now assume that the dynamics
of Q is much faster than the dynamics of the polar order parameter P, such that ∂tQ = 0. With these assumptions,
we obtain from Eq. (D6)
Q = q (PP)
ST
+ λKΣ, (D8)
which has exactly the form of the generalized Doi closure (47). Within this derivation the coefficients q and λK are
calculated via
q =
(
2v0γ0Adρ
d
d+ 2
)/(
3
τ
− 2γ1ρAd
d+ 2
)
(D9)
and
λK =
(
2a0
d+ 2
)/(
3
τ
− 2γ1ρAd
d+ 2
)
, (D10)
or explicitly in 3D
q =
v0γ0A3ρτ
5/2− γ1ρA3τ/3 and λK =
a0τ
15/2− γ1ρA3τ . (D11)
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